Agent UML Notation for Multiagent System Design

From the earliest days of multiagent system development, the need has existed for both a methodology and a modeling notation that assist in design. The Agent UML community has responded by developing the AUML notation—a UML profile dedicated to agents that tries to simplify the transition from software engineering to multiagent system engineering.

Many modeling notations, ranging from temporal and linear logic to UML-based notations such as MESSAGE/UML have emerged for multiagent system development since Shoham’s seminal first work. UML offers many advantages because it is widely used in industrial software projects and tools are available for this notation. Moreover, nonmathematician designers can understand it. As Odell and colleagues indicated, starting over with a new modeling language for agents would be neither useful nor productive. Instead, multiagent systems would benefit from an incremental extension of existing trusted methods. Agent UML provides such a solution. The idea behind AUML is to exploit UML extension capabilities such as stereotypes and constraints. AUML crystallizes a growing concern for agent-based modeling representations and lets designers move smoothly from software development to agent development.

AUML first appeared in 1999 in Bauer’s proposal on interaction protocols. Between 1999 and 2002, the AUML community proposed three specifications (agent interaction protocols, agent class diagrams, and social structures). Today, the community is pushing to define AUML with the UML 2.0 specification and to standardize it within the Foundation for Intelligent, Physical Agents (www.fipa.org). This article presents the FIPA modeling technical committee’s current efforts and future agenda for AUML.

Agent design with AUML is still developing, so we only present it in part. Please visit the AUML Web site (www.auml.org) for the most up-to-date materials.
Representing Agent Interaction Protocols

Interaction protocols were the first part of multi-agent system design that the A UML community considered. The original idea was to exploit UML 1.x sequence diagrams to represent message exchange between agents; Odell and colleagues refined the model to include agents, roles, and classes in agent communication. An agent is typically depicted via its identity or role within an interaction. The class level prefigures the notion of patterns for agent development — that is, a set of behaviors agents have if they belong to this class. A detailed description of the first version of AUML sequence diagrams appears elsewhere. This first version is used in the FIPA specifications.

UML 2.0 and its new package for interactions, developed by OMG and released in 2003, have changed how we define message exchange. Four kinds of diagrams are now available:

- **Sequence diagrams** focus on message sequence.
- **Interaction overview diagrams** generalize the control flow based on activity diagrams.
- **Communication diagrams** focus on object relationships in which message passing is central.
- **Timing diagrams** (also called interaction diagrams) show how the interaction changes in terms of state and condition over linear time.

Figure 1 summarizes the different notations used in interaction diagrams.

**Interaction**

Figure 2 shows an example AUML sequence diagram. As in UML 2.0, it is organized around an interaction frame, which is represented by a rectangle with a pentagon in the upper-left-hand corner. An interaction frame is defined as a unit of behavior and contains the protocol name (prefixed by the keyword `sd` for sequence diagram), the related set of objects, and the sequence of messages between those objects. A sequence diagram can represent a protocol instantiation or a protocol template. (In the latter case, the protocol name is prefixed with `<<template>>`).

Contrary to UML 2.0, parameters in AUML are not written in the pentagon in the upper-left-
hand corner of the interaction frame; rather, they appear outside the sequence diagram in a comment. (The comment for parameters is prefixed with \texttt{\small\texttt{<<parameters>>}}, see example in Figure 1, upper-left notation.) This placement reduces the sequence diagram’s size: protocols can have many parameters, such as the content language for messages, the agent communication language, or the ontology.

**Lifeline**

A lifeline in AUML describes a participant or role’s appearance in an interaction. It is then possible to retrieve the messages sent and received by this lifeline: they correspond to this lifeline’s outgoing or incoming transitions. A participant that enters the interaction later than other participants has a shorter lifeline, as does one that leaves earlier. The lifeline notation symbol is a rectangle followed by a vertical line that represents the participant’s lifeline (see the lifeline notation in Figure 1). The rectangle can contain the agent’s identity, its role, its group, and cardinality. (Cardinality constrains the number of participants in open interactions.)

**Message**

Agents interact via messages sent from their lifeline to the receiver’s lifeline, both of which can be identical. If this is the case, we can verify that the sender will not receive a copy of the message by crossing it out. (A labeled, direct arc from the sender’s lifeline to the receiver’s lifeline depicts a message.) Most messages in agent communications are sent asynchronously, but messages in AUML can be sent synchronously as well (see the notation on Figure 1).

**Constraint**

Constraints depict a condition that must be evaluated to true to execute the associated actions (send a message, receive a message, perform another turn of a loop, and so on). AUML has two kinds of constraints: \texttt{blocking/nonblocking} and \texttt{timing}. Blocking constraints keep the lifeline from participating until the constraints are satisfied (see the blocking constraint notation in Figure 1). A blocking constraint is prefixed with \texttt{\small\texttt{<<blocking>>}}; a nonblocking constraint doesn’t block execution in the interaction. If the constraints are invalid, the associated messages are not sent or received. Blocking and nonblocking constraints are written in square brackets; timing constraints correspond to a delay between two messages (see the example between the \texttt{cfp} message and the alternative in Figure 2).

**CombinedFragment**

UML 2.0’s CombinedFragment class offers a concise way to describe multiple traces. It appears in the sequence diagram as a rectangle with a rounded-rectangle in the upper-left-hand corner that contains an InteractionOperator in it (see Figure 1). A dashed line separates each trace. The semantics of the CombinedFragment depends on the InteractionOperator used: alternative, option, break, parallel, weak sequencing, strict sequencing, negative, critical region, ignore, consider, assertion, or loop. Detailed descriptions of these operators appear elsewhere.\footnote{Agent UML Notation}

**Continuation**

A continuation syntactically represents the different branches of a CombinedFragment. Continuations are intuitively similar to labels, representing intermediate points in a control flow. The notation is a rounded rectangle with a name in it that corresponds to the label. A continuation in which a
black-filled triangle appears before the label indicates the continuation’s entrance. If the triangle appears after the label, it corresponds to a call to a continuation.

**InteractionOccurrence**

An InteractionOccurrence corresponds to a call to another interaction diagram. The caller’s interaction diagram resumes when the callee’s interaction diagram ends. The InteractionOccurrence’s notation is a rectangle with a pentagon in it that says ref; the called interaction diagram’s name is written inside the rectangle.

**Gate**

A gate is a connection point that adds frame link messages inside and outside the interaction. Such points on the frame exist on both sides of the message — the incoming and outgoing endpoints.

**Termination**

A termination denotes the end of a lifeline’s participation in the communication and is depicted with an X.

**ProtocolTemplate**

A protocol template is depicted when <<template>> appears between the keyword ad and the protocol name. Parameters in protocol templates can be unbound when no value is actually associated to these parameters; in such cases, the templates are prefixed with <<unbound>>.

**Action**

Agents use agent communication languages to interact with other agents. Such languages have a semantics that describes what the agents are supposed to do before sending and after receiving a message. In FIPA’s Agent Communication Language, for instance, sending an inform message implies that the sender believes the message’s contents and that the receiver doesn’t know these contents. An action is depicted with a rounded rectangle linked by an association to the message that triggers it (see Figure 1). The action is written as text independent of any programming language.

**Designing Agents**

Class diagrams typically drive object system design. Although class diagrams can’t express all the richness of agent behaviors (in particular, autonomy and goal-driven execution), Bauer proposed enhancing the diagrams to include such features as turning class diagrams into agent-class diagrams.⁸

The AUMUL community is considering a new way to represent agents: defining an agent shell as a UML classifier and letting designers fill this shell with building blocks that represent specific features such as actions, events, or protocols. The aim is to use this agent shell to design reactive and cognitive agents.

In this approach, agents are defined via agent diagrams like the one in Figure 3. In this figure, we see an empty shell in which the developer will integrate building blocks to give semantics to the agent. For instance, the agent’s behavior is defined by relating events to actions. Two notations are available: the shorter version includes the agent’s identity and its groups, roles, and services; the longer one describes the agent’s complete structure.

The design process depends on whether we’re considering reactive or cognitive agents. Let’s first look at the process of designing reactive agents:

- **Group and role assignment.** Designers assign groups and roles to the agent; the roles will correspond to the agent’s specific behavior.
- **Event definition.** Designers extract from the environment the set of events to which the agent can react.
- **Event–action associations.** Designers associate actions to events to react to these events.

Cognitive-agent design follows a similar, but different, process:

- **Group and role assignment.** Designers begin by assigning the agent to groups and defining the different roles the agent plays in them. The groups and roles provide several pieces of
information such as behavior, services, and protocols. This first step provides a template for the agent’s overall structure.

- **Service description.** Designers then describe the different services the agent offers — whether from groups, roles, or the agent itself.
- **Protocol description.** Protocols support services for cooperation and coordination or simply facilitate information exchange. The developer extracts protocols from the service definition and from roles.
- **Events.** Agents react to the events in their environments. In this step, the developer gathers all the events to which the agent can react.
- **Goals, plans, and actions.** Processing services, using protocols, and reacting to events imply defining goals, plans, and actions. Thus, the designer attempts to relate goals, plans, and actions to services, protocols, and events.
- **Knowledge.** Cognitive agents have knowledge (information, beliefs, user models, acquaintances, and so on). In this step, the designer fills the agent shell with the knowledge to perform actions and protocols.

In the rest of this section, I’ll look more closely at the building blocks for cognitive agent design. I won’t go into too much detail about knowledge here, but a more in-depth look at using UML for knowledge and ontologies appears elsewhere.9


**Group and Role Assignment**

The first step in designing cognitive agents is to assign groups and roles to each agent. The designer defines these groups and roles; the agent has, at its initialization, a compartment of long notation and a complement to the agent identifier in the short notation. The notation in the compartment Groups, Roles is (Group, (Role + ))*. This means that an agent can play several roles within a group. The short notation, Agent id:Roles/Group, can’t be used when agents are part of multiple groups; it can represent only a unique group’s roles. Figure 4 shows a bookstore example: an agent called Smith belongs to the group Bookstore and takes the role of Seller.

Assigning groups and roles adds information to the agent:

- **Services** represent what agents can do and how to request their services.
- **Protocols** support services, service requests, and communication; they are common for a given role or group.
- **Goals (also called desires) and plans** are frequently common across agents with the same role or group. All agents with the role Seller aim to maximize the company’s income, for example.
- **Knowledge** can be defined at both group and role levels. It corresponds to pieces of knowledge or the agents’ capabilities.
- **Norms** can be defined at the group level, such that each agent belonging to the group conforms to the group’s norm. In an electronic institution, for example, the norm might be, “the winner of an auction pays the hammer price to get the item.”

Groups and roles don’t provide a static view of the system because agents can change or stop roles or change from one group to another. We don’t integrate the diagram — rather, we just name it and add that name in the agent shell’s role dynamics compartment. When the developer implements the agent, it refers to this diagram and retrieves the different roles and associated behaviors, services, protocols, and so on to generate agent code.

**Services**

A service represents a process that an agent can handle (sell a book, find a restaurant, and so on). We use the service-type definition employed in the AgentCities project (www.agentcities.org) to describe a service:
Name is the service’s name.
Related to and sub-type-of are other services from which this service inherits.
Same-type-of is an equivalent service.
Descriptions are the natural-language description of the service.
Protocols invoke the service.
Agent communication languages are used to interact with this service.
Content languages are used by messages in the protocols.
Ontologies are the ontologies this service uses.
DAML–S description is the DAML–S description of the service.

As Figure 5 illustrates, a service is depicted either by a short notation in which a circle with the service’s name is attached to the agent diagram via a solid line or by a long notation as a class diagram linked to the agent diagram. For our bookstore example, agent Smith has multiple services in its role as Seller: search availability, price request, book reservation, and book order. Each is supported by a protocol of the same name. Figure 5 depicts these services available for agent Smith, but due to space constraints, we see only the book order service in the long notation.

Protocols
A protocol represents the legal sequences of messages between agents. (A complete specification of agent interaction protocols appears elsewhere.) A protocol is arranged around a frame that contains the interaction’s participants along with message sequences.

As Figure 6 shows two participants from our bookstore example: the agent role Customer and agent Smith, which plays the role of Seller within the group Bookstore. The customer orders a book from the seller, which checks the item’s availability (the option box). If the book is unavailable, the seller both informs the customer and orders the book from the wholesaler. Regardless of current availability, the seller sends an invoice, which the customer pays. As soon as the book is available, the seller informs the delivery service to deliver the book.

Events
Whether an agent is reactive or cognitive, it reacts to events in its environment. In our bookstore example, events primarily affect the seller: an
ordered book arrives or a book is no longer available. Figure 7 shows how actions are associated with events and how they correspond to the agent’s reaction. Events can also involve time — occurring at regular intervals, for example. Designers can use the hourglass notation, as in UML 2.0, to represent such timing events in AUML.

**Goals, Plans, and Actions**

The next step in the process is to define and integrate goals, plans, and actions within the agent shell — specifically, to associate actions with services, protocols, and events. A first attempt at formalizing this process, by adapting the UML 2.0 activity diagram for agent goals, plans, and actions, appears elsewhere. Figure 8 summarizes the different notations for AUML goal diagram notation.

The fundamental unit in a goal is an action, which represents a specific task the agent must do. The agent itself invokes actions — such as buy an item, fill an order, ship the order — to achieve its objectives. In Figure 8, we denote each as a rounded rectangle with the action’s name inside. Actions are linked via activity edges, which are solid lines that have an open arrowhead from the action performed to the action to perform. If the activity edge is named, the name appears on this line.

Pre- and postconditions can constrain a specific action’s execution; they’re prefixed with <<Precondition>> and <<Postcondition>> and can refer to belief, desire, and intention (BDI) modalities. A precondition might be believe(self (a == 10)), which means that the agent firing this activity edge needs to believe that a equals 10. BDI modalities can also be nested: believe a (intends b (believe a (q == 10))) means that a believes that b’s intention is that a believes q equals 10.

UML 2.0 activity diagrams differ from UML 1.x activity diagrams in terms of concurrency and synchronization: UML 2.0 activity diagrams resemble Petri nets and allow multiple concurrent flows. Tokens correspond to tokens in Petri nets. If an edge needs three tokens to be traversed, three tokens must be on the incoming end of the edge to traverse it. In Figure 8, tokens appear in brackets on the activity edge with the keyword weight; the figure shows that three tokens must be present to fire this edge.

We can use connectors when the activity diagram becomes too complicated and has too many activity edges. Instead of drawing an activity edge, the developer draws a circle with the edge’s name in it at both ends of where the activity edge should be. Every connector with a given label must be paired with an identical label on the same activity diagram.

Control nodes for activities are

- initial node,
- activity final node,
- flow final node,
- decision, or merge, node, and
- fork, or join, node.

**Figure 6. Example protocol.** The protocol presents the book order between a customer and a seller, particularly the phase in which there is some delay receiving the book (the option base).

**Figure 7. The event notation.** The event Book arrived is described as part of this agent, which means the agent Smith can perceive this event.
(several flows would be initiated, one per initial node—denoted with solid circles in Figure 8). An activity final node marks the end of an activity, but as with the initial node, one activity can have several final nodes. An activity final node means that all processing in the activity has stopped, whereas a flow final node means that only a specific flow has ended. Flow final nodes do not stop other processing.

A decision node chooses a node among several outgoing activity edges. Constraints can force outgoing activity edges to simplify activity edge selection; constraints also can contain BDI modalities. If a decision node has several incoming activity edges, we call it a merge node, but this doesn’t change the decision node’s semantics: it still chooses only one outgoing activity edge.

A fork node splits a flow into multiple concurrent flows; it has one incoming edge and several outgoing edges. A join node is essentially a fork node with several incoming activity edges; it is used to synchronize multiple flows.

A more detailed description of the other classes that goal diagrams consider—time management, exception handling, action atomicity, priority, and so on—appears elsewhere.10

The Agenda
Several diagrams are already under consideration for AUML (for goals, plans and actions, services, and groups and roles, to name a few), but the road to an efficient notation that meets FIPA’s requirements is long. Let’s look at some of the items on the AUML agenda.

First, AUML needs formal semantics for the different diagrams. One of UML’s great advantages is that it’s visual and easy to understand, particularly for software engineers. One of its main drawbacks, though, is the absence of a formal semantics for defining the different classes used in the diagrams. Consequently, it’s possible to misinterpret diagrams. A formal semantics helps designers reuse diagrams and conforms tools’ appearance to a specification.

AUML also needs to populate a set of diagrams. Initial work on AUML focused on interaction protocols and agent design. The newer version will provide diagrams for goals and social structures as well.

One of AUML’s main drawbacks is the absence of tools dedicated to it. Designers working with it use tools such as Dia, Xfig, or Visio, but they can’t check diagram consistency with these tools. This makes it easy to misuse the specification.

Finally, it is necessary to challenge the AUML notation against industrial and real-world applications to verify its completeness. Unfortunately, this is the most difficult part because it’s hard to find industrial applications. Nevertheless, the AUML community is encouraging companies to participate in its efforts to develop a strong and useful notation.
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